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Beresan District
INCLUDES:
(Those in bold are first villages.)

Alexanderfeld, Alexandrovka, 
Annenthal, Annovka, 
Antonowka, Bagdanovka, 
Benderhof, Biswanje, Christina,
Christofovka, Domaneveka, 
Dvorjanka, Eigengut, Felsenburg, 
Friedensdorf, Friedrichstal, 
Gardegai, Gotta, Gradenfeld, Grise, 
Guldendorf,  Halbstadt, Heck,
Hoffmannstal, Hoffnung,
Hoffnungsburg, Johannestal,
Kantakusenka, Kapitanovka,
Karlevka, Karlsruhe,
Katharinental , Kavkas,
Klein Karlsruhe, Klundovo,
Kratovka, Landau, Lerisk,
Lichtenfeld, Lubo-Alexandrovka,
Manov, Marienfeld, Marlanavka,
Michaelowka, Munchen,
Navaselevka, Neu Karlsruhe,
Neu Lustforf, Neu Munchen,
Neu Rohrbach, Neu Worms,
Neusatz, Novo-Amerika,
Novonikolajevka, Olgino,
Otschakov, Petrowka, Pokrovskaja,
Rastadt, Rohrbach, Rosenthal,
Savidovka, Schlosser, Schmatz,
Schonfeld, Sebastiansfeld, 
Selingera, Skarupka, Sjepucha,
Speir/Speyer, StadnaJa-Bulka,
Steinberg, Steingut, Stuttgart, 
Sulz, Swenigorodka, Vossessensk,
Waterloo, Weidenberg, Wilhelma-
thal,Wolksov, Worms, Wowtsche.

(this list is not yet all inclusive -- if
you have additions, please provide 
to the Lead Editor)

Many of these identified chutors
and villages need much research.  
If you have any background in-
formation on them, please share
with us.       

Touring the German villages in the Black Sea area
was becoming routine for the group members.
This was our last day of visiting the villages, and
we were becoming seasoned travelers.  We had
seen churches, cemeteries, schools, houses, ducks
and cows and had taken thousands of pictures.

Our departure time was determined by the kitchen
staff of the restaurant in the hotel.  They did not
like to work early, so we did not leave early - or
choose to miss breakfast.

Two vans with drivers were waiting for us at 9:00
a.m.  The itinerary included stops at Rohrbach,
Worms, Gradenfeld and Johannestal.  Gradenfeld
was added at the last minute.  This addition
caused some confusion.  The driver didn't know
where it was even though it was on the map.  Lo-
cals don't trust maps like Americans do.  Perhaps
they have good reason, but we wanted to get on
the road.  The two interpreters and the two drivers
huddled for a game plan.

The lead van was chosen, and we headed north
out of Odessa.  I sat in the front seat with the driv-
er and Sergei Moser, the interpreter.  Ukrainian
drivers have no fear.  Many times I closed my
eyes and prayed.  Every time we passed a vehicle,
we managed to miss the on-coming truck or car by
just inches.
Once we left the main road, we had much less
traffic to dodge.  Instead, we had to contend with

rough roads and being lost.  At least the drivers
acted as though they were lost by stopping and
asking directions every five minutes.  We stopped.
We turned around.  We took paths through fields.
We talked to pedestrians, and finally we arrived at
Gradenfeld.

The village was small and plain.  A few trees were
scattered around the buildings.  A small "store"
was set up on the side of the road.  A woman be-
hind a table was selling household items.  We
stopped in front of a large metallic gold statue of a
Russian soldier.  He seemed quite out of place
looming over the village holding his gun to his
side.

                       (Road . . . .  continued on page 6)

  Rohrbach, taken June 29, 1996 by Penny
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Next issue scheduled for February 1997.
Subscription rates are: 

USA            $3
Canada          $4*

Europe / other    $6* 
(* - All in US funds please!)

Please make checks payable to and forward to Dale
Wahl, 7370 Grevena Ave NE, Bremerton, WA  

98311-4046

Road Trip To The Beresan Villages
by Penny Raile



Line-up for Newsletter

Editor, Lead Merv Rennich  / R060
Assistant Editor Leo Gottier  / G089
Assistant Editor Carol McCormack / M150
Assistant Editor Roland Wagner / W011
Assistant Editor Dale Lee Wahl / W078

Technical Advisors:
German Language ___________________
Computer ___________________
Photograhpy ___________________
__________ ___________________
__________ ___________________

Archives:
Maps ___________________
Village Pictures ___________________
Pedigree Charts ___________________
Family Charts ___________________
German History ___________________
Russian History ___________________
USA History ___________________
__________ ___________________
__________ ___________________

Village Coordinators:
Felsenburg George Hoff / H072
Guldendorf  Curt Renz / R022
Johannestal Carol Fuchs / F061
Johannestal Ray Heinle
Landau Diane Wandler / W090
Landau Zita Gieser
Neu Lustdorf Elsie Heuther / H008
Neusatz Ken Aisenbrey / A013
Rastadt Diane Wandler / W090
Rastadt Letty Schoch / S193
Rohrbach Arletta Baskins / B115
Rohrbach Rosemarie Dinkel / D022
Rohrbach Nancy Schroeder
Rohrbach Ed Schulz / S043
Rohrbach Lucy Simpson / S046
Speier Diane Wandler / W090
Waterloo Betty Rennich / R103
Waterloo Lucy Simpson / S046
Weidenberg Richard M. Heli
Worms Arletta Baskins / B115
Worms Mary-Lynne Harding/H187
Worms Nancy Schroeder
Worms Ed Schulz / S043
Worms Lucy Simpson / S046
Worms Dale Lee Wahl / W078

(The addresses for most of the Editors and the
Village Coordinators can be found in the latest
issue of the GRHS Der Stammbaum.)

  

                                                                                          LETTERS
Carol Zent (14 June 1996)
Phoenix, Arizona

Your first issue of the Beresan newsletter was very interesting.
I noted that you mentioned that you had difficulty locating Felsenberg earlier.
I suppose you are aware that many families from Speier and Landau settled there
or near there (Felsenberg, Christina area) in the late 1800's.
I have a Kuhn relative who owned three chutors there.  One near Nowaja Odessa,
one SW of Christina and one NE of Felsenberg.  The one near Felsenberg was  
7,863 dessiatines.  I know of and have information from people who worked for
him.  Needless to say, these people are now deceased.
Unfortunately, I've never had time to put all this information together but it cer-
tainly is a good idea to have this newsletter.  It will entice some of us to coordinate
our information.

 ********

Rose Schmalz  (20 June 1996)
Pickering, Ontario, Canada

Thank you for the new "Newsletter" which I received a couple of days ago;  I
found it very interesting and most enjoyable to read.  I look forward to receiving
future issues.
I noticed that the SCHMALZ "chutor" (or estate or community) is included in the
list under Beresan District.  I was aware of its existence, but I don't  have any de-
tails on it except that it's about 5 miles north of Landau (near Katharinental);  I
mentioned it in my "Family Genealogy & History."  I also found the immigration
lists on pages 9 - 12 interesting.  My father is listed on page 10 (from Landau).  I
will give you the correct spelling of his name -- Kaspar Schmalz (no "t").  He went
to Sedley, Saskatchewan when he arrived in Canada, but later when he married my
mother they lived in Hanley, Saskatchewan for some years.  His first-cousins are
listed on page 9 -- e.g., Georg M. Schmalz (also no "t");  they went to North Dako-
ta.  Also listed on page 10 are two of my mother's brothers and a half-brother.  Mi-
chael & Franz Berger ("B" not "P") were my mother's brothers and Martin was her
half-brother.  Although my mother and their parents are not listed there, they also
immigrated to Canada in 1912, along with Michael & Franz (the Bergers were
from Speier).  They did not stay in Regina, but went to Sedley and then Hanley,
Saskatchewan where they lived on a farm.  Martin Berger actually immigrated in
1913 and was on the same ship as my father, but Martin did stay in Regina, Sas-
katchewan.  There are various persons listed who are also related to us in one way
or another.  I wish my parents were still alive, as I know they would so enjoy
reading about their "Landsmann."  I'm hoping that through these newsletters I'll be
able to get some information on my father's mother, Rosa MARSAL.  I would so
like to find out who her parents were.  She was born in 1856 (probably in Landau).
There was also a priest, Markus Marsal, born in 1848, of whom my father often
spoke, but I don't know how he was related to my grandmother.  Perhaps through
these newsletters, someone somewhere will have some answers! 
I should mention that Aubrey Marthaller is also distantly related to me -- there are
both Schmalz and Berger connections in his family.  We have actually corre-
sponded with each other.  If there is any further information that I can help you
with, please feel free to ask.  Both of the German organizations (the GRHS and the
one in Lincoln, Nebraska) have copies of our Family Histories, and I was a mem-
ber of both organizations.  
I look forward to receiving future issues of the newsletter.  Thanks again.

                                                            (LETTERS . . . .  continued on page 7)
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Translated by Roland M. Wagner, July 14, 1996

One of the largest concentrations of ethnic Germans from the
Beresan region was in the Dickinson, N. D. area, in the western
part of the state.  They began arriving in 1883, with the major in-
flux occurring in the decade of the 1890s.  When they first arrived
the city was very small, consisting of about 30 houses.  A small
group of Irish Catholics founded St. Patrick's parish in 1883, ini-
tially served by a priest from Mandan who traveled there once
each month.  As the number of Germans increased in Dickinson,
they began discussing the need for a church of which they were so
proud in their old Hiemat, in the Beresan colonies.  Above all,
they wanted to have services conducted in German.  In 1902 they
presented their petition to the bishop.  The English speaking pa-
rishioners of St. Patrick's agreed that the parish should  be split,
and that a German church should  be created on the south side of
town.  The creation of St. Joseph's church was approved on April
6, 1902.  The German parishioners set to the task of construction
with great enthusiasm, and a beautiful stone church was com-
pleted in October, 1903.
In 1927 St. Joseph's parish celebrated its Silver Jubilee.  In com-
memoration of the event, Fr. George P. Aberle, the pastor, wrote a
book on the history of the parish.  The final six pages of the book
are of particular interest because they contain brief synopses of
the lives of twenty of the founding fathers of the parish.  The sto-
ries appear to have been narrated in 1903, in commemoration of
laying the corner stone for the church.  Unfortunately, Fr. Aberle
did not attach names to the stories;  even more unfortunately, this
early archival material was apparently destroyed several years ago
by one of the later pastors (or so I was told by Fr. Aberle through
personal communication).
The anecdotes reveal interesting glimpses of the motivations for
leaving the Beresan area (note the many references to serving in
the Russian military, and the rumors that another war might be im-
minent).  They also provide an intimate look at the living condi-
tions faced by the early immigrants, as well as examples of the
colorful folk expressions used to enhance their narratives.  Those
who can read German will appreciate examples such as, Sdie Tau-
ben fliegen keinem gebraten in den Mund, or Swenn viele in einen
Sack stopfen, wird er endlich dock voll, and so on.  To preserve
the flavor of these narratives, I have kept the translations fairly lit-
eral, with some liberty taken to smooth out the sentences.
It may be possible to reconstruct the names of the authors from
the personal details provided in the stories (such as the narrator's
year of emigration, his age, marital status, and colony of origin).
For example, the translator feels that story #4 was likely written
by his grandfather, Adam Wagner, since the details closely match

those known for Adam's life.  Readers who can, with some cer-
tainty, help identify  the writers of any of these anecdotes are in-
vited to share this information with the editors of the Beresan
Colonies Newsletter.
The Silver Jubilee book lists the names of the 158 men, with 91
different surnames, who were the founders of St. Joseph's parish
in 1902 (note, umlauts have been rendered by the convention, oe,
ue, ae):

Andor, John
Armbrust, Anton Sr.;
       Anton Jr.; Marcus
Badinger, John
Berger, Franz
Bienstock, Joseph
Bleth, Peter
Boehm, Joachim
Bollinger, Michael
Braun, Peter; Paul
Brarmeier, Fred
Brinster, Georg
Decker, John; Daniel; Peter
Dinius, Jacob
Dolocheck, John
Dolwig, Jacob
Dukart, John
Ebertz, Anton
Ehrmantraut, Adam; Anton, 
        John
Ehli, Jacob
Fischer, Peter; Siegfried; 
        Dominic;  Andreas;
         John B
Frank, Philip; Rudolf; Georg;
         Raymond; Michael
Frenzel, Ferdinand
Fried, Jacob; Ludwig; Joseph
Friedt, Franz
Froehlich, Hieronimus; 
          Franz Sr.; Franz Jr.;
           Joseph
Geiger, John

Gieser, Joseph
Hardinger, Joseph
Hatzenbuehler, Martin
Heck, Philip
Hecker, Mathias; Franz; 
         Georg; Jacob
Heidt, Daniel; Raphael; John
Heiser, Joseph; Peter; Peter E.;
          Stephan
Herauf, Joseph
Huschka, Andreas
Hutmacher, John
Ihly, John
Jaeger, Joseph
Jahner, Joseph; Peter
Jordan, Jacob
Kilwein, Georg
Kipp, Jacob
Klein, John; Peter
Klug, Philip
Koch, Joseph; Paul; Xavier
Koffler, Carl
Krank, Michael; Franz
Kubischta, John
Kuntz, Franz; Joseph B; 
           Valentin
Kupper, Joseph
Laufer, Joseph
Loran, Valentin; Heinrich
Mellmer, Joseph
Meyer, John; Franz

     (continued on page 4)
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(Souvenir . . . continued from page 3)

From the Church Archives

1.  On the eighth of June, 1883, we began our journey to America.
On the first of July we arrived in Dickinson.  How disappointed
we were, because we thought Dickinson would be a large city.
Sadly, it was not so.  The entire city consisted of perhaps 30
houses.  There was no church and no school to be seen.  There
were only two graves (Einwohner) in the cemetery, the two chil-
dren of Mr. Messerschmitt.  That same year, a few Catholic fami-
lies had begun to build St. Patrick's church.  Oh, there was such
poverty; a few pews and a table, for almost two years those were
the only furnishings in the church.  Fr. Martin from Mandan came
once per month to Dickinson and celebrated the holy Mass in this
poor church.  He consoled the people again and again that it
would eventually get better; and so it has happened.  Four miles
north from the city we took up 60 acres of land, where we resided
for seven years.  But they were seven meager years.  There re-
mained nothing else for us to do than to seek our fortune on a
ranch (Raensch).  And there, eighteen miles north of the city, we
lived completely happy and satisfied.
In the year 1883 there was also no "Show House" in Dickinson.
Fortunately, we brought a little monkey and a crank-organ
(Drehorgel) with us from Europe, and with these we amused the
pioneers in this area in an excellent fashion.  There were many at
this time who were strongly burdened by homesickness and dis-
couraged by the wide open prairie.  Whenever they came into the
city, our youngsters provided great entertainment for them out on
the street, with the little crank-organ and the monkey.  They all
took special pleasure when the monkey, after sprightly hopping
and jumping about and dancing, passed his hat around and col-
lected money.

2.  On the third of June I came to Dickinson, at the age of 16.
Naturally things were poor there, since I looked like a Russian
and as such I was made fun of.  I had $250 in my pocket, and with
this wealth I set out onto the prairie.

3.  After I had served for one month in the Russian military, I got
married at the age of 23, and then my wife and I farmed for four
years.  Since I didn't own the land, I had to lease it for 3.5 Rubels
per Dessiatin.  But when I heard from my relatives in America
that a person could have free land, I set forth on the journey and
arrived in Dickinson in 1898.  I spent the first winter in the city.
Afterwards, I left for a farm in Billings county.  I worked for four
years at cattle-breeding (Viehzucht), but didn't have much luck,
especially in the winter of 1904.  It was a hard winter, and on the
first of February we lost all our cattle in a snow storm.

4.  My life path, from my 15th year on, was also not a bed of
roses.  My father died, and so I had to seek my bread elsewhere.
When I was 23 years old, I departed (griff ich nach dem Wanders-
tab,  lit. "I gripped the wanderer's staff") and in the year 1891 I ar-
rived in the acclaimed land (U.S.A.) and the blessed city,
Dickinson.  I had absolutely nothing, but God be thanked, today I
have good bread to eat and I live completely content with my
family.

5.  My father died when I was barely three years old.  My good
mother undertook the heavy task of raising all of us children, with
God's help.  In 1875 I got married.  I had to work day and night,
pursuing the trade that my good mother had taught me, that is,
shoe-making.  I pursued this trade until the age of 40, and then I
tried my hand at farming until my departure to America.

6.  By birth I am a Landauer.  I had little, wand when I had the
good fortune to come to America in the year 1898, I didn't have a
cent in my pockets.  I looked around the area and found a place
15 miles from town, where I built myself a little house. But then,
no horse or cow, neither wagon nor what was needed for the
house.  But everything turned out alright.  All the children went to
work, also father and mother, and when many people are stuffing
things into a sack, it finally becomes full  (wenn viele in einen
Sack stopfen, wird er indlich doch voll).

7.  I served in the Russian military for 5 years.  In the year 1900 I
came to America.  My friends in Dickinson took good care of me.
The first night I stayed with Philip Ott.  The next day Philip took
me and my family to John Wock, where we were very welcome.

8.  In the old fatherland I served four years in the military, specifi-
cally with the music-band.  We had some really good times;  I will
never forget how we played, and ate "Barscht" (Borscht soup) and
"Kaschka" (a grain dish).  On April 1, 1893, we emigrated from
Russia.  We had very little money.  Just enough to last us until we
reached New York.

                                            (Souvenir . . .  continued on page 5)

Marschdorf, Stephan
Messer, Mathias; Paul B
Metz, John; Ludwig
Miller, John; Ludwig; 
        Michael; Andreas; Joseph
Mischel, Georg; Peter; 
        Sebastian
Muth , Jacob;  Ignatz
Olheiser, Michael; Gottlieb
Obrigewitsch, Joseph; John;
        Mathias; Franz
Ott, Georg; Anton
Radwornick, John
Reichert, Ambros
Reis, Ignatz; John; Peter;
       Jacob
Reisenauer, Michael
Roeder, Joseph, Ludwig
Rosshau, Valentin
Roth, Georg
Schaaf, George; Victor
Scheeler, Jacob
Schiller, Joseph

Schmidt, Nick; Carl
Schropp, Sebastian
Schwindt, Leonarad; Mathias;
        Franz
Selinger, Gregor
Senn, John
Steckler, John
Steier, C. C.
Sticka, Ignatz; Ludwig
Stroh, Jacob
Trenkenschuh, John
Wagner, Adam
Wanner, Anton; Franz X; 
       John P; John A; Georg;  
        Philip
Walter, Peter
Wandler, Anton; Jacob
Weber, Joseph
Weisgerber, Nick
Wolgbaum, Nick
Wolf, Philip
Wock, John; Lorenz



(Souvenir . . . continued from page 4)

My two brothers-in-law, Johann and Christian Badinger, took us
to Richardton.  And now what to do?  We had to round up a sack
of grain, and buy this and that, and not a cent of money at hand.
That's how poor we were when we arrived in America, and that's
how poor we were for the next two years.  The times were bad.
Earnings were scarce, and besides that, the first $30 I earned I
didn't receive since my dear boss absconded (without paying), and
I had to walk 15 miles back home to the city with empty pockets.
I had to look further, and so I spent two months working for Peter
Braun, for $20 per month.  With that, I bought two horses, a wag-
on, a grassmower, and I began to cut hay.  I sold hay and so made
my living.  I had plenty of debts, but with God's help I will pay
them all off.

9.  Karlsruhe was my Heimat, which I left in the year 1886.  On
the 12th of December we arrived, seven families, at Hebron, N.
Dak.  When the train stopped and we were supposed to get out,
there wasn't a single thing there other than a little store and the
section-house.  But we had to get out.  After a little while seven
wagons showed up, but what?  Who?  And they were pulled by
oxen.  Six men were from Johannestal and one from Speier by the
name of Christ Schantz.  He was at least a person of our faith
(Catholic).  Each took one family with him to his house.  When
Sunday came (das hl. Feiertage), what was to be done?  There
was no church, no priest.  Oh God, it was so sad, and how many
tears were shed!  What we had in Russia, and what was here?  In
Dickinson there was a Fr. Ambros, who came once during the
year to Hebron and held a service at the house of Christ Schantz.
So we spent four years near Hebron on the prairie.  When we
moved from there to Dickinson, it wasn't much better.  The poor
Father had to make his living quarters in the Sacristy.  And now
who would believe that we would have such a beautiful church in
the year 1903?

10.  After I served the Russian Tsar from 1885 to 1890, a life that
was not a bed of roses, and because there was fear that there
might be another war, I decided to emigrate to America.  On the
15th of March, 1893, I departed from the old fatherland with my
wife and two children.  After many hardships, we finally arrived
at Dickinson, N. Dak. on the 15th of May.  One child died on the
way and lies now buried in St. Paul.  All beginnings are difficult,
as it was for our grandparents in Russia and as it is for us today.
But with God's help, we hope for a better future.  Now, after 12
years, as I write this, much has changed and I would not like to re-
turn to Russia.  We have now built a beautiful church, which is
first and most important for Catholics.  And for that we have our
Father Thomas L Rabsteineck to thank.

11.  I ______________ would like to report that I am the grave
digger;  for adults (grosse Seelen) $4 per grave, and for children
(kleine Seelen) $3 per grave.  I am poor, have little, but what I
have, I will gladly give:  two hens and six quarts of milk I send to
the church.

12.  I left the old Heimat with high spirits, but when I cam to Bre-
men, then fate began.  I had to lay over there for six weeks be-
cause  of sick children, one of whom died.  On the first of May,

1899, I arrived at Dickinson, with a total wealth of $210.  I
bought two horses and a wagon and moved out on the prairie.
There I built a sod house (Wasen-Huette), provisioned myself
with a "grass mower" and began to cut hay.  Since I had 50 lots
(fuenfzig Lot) altogether, I burned out the "Wagenbor" (a part of
the machinery, perhaps the auger).  The following year nothing
grew except my debts.  And since I had nothing more to eat, I
sold my seven pieces (sieben Sachen, probably referring to his
machinery) to Johannes Heidt and moved into the city.  I paid my
debts and that left me with only a cow.  The first year I lived with
Georg Ott; after that I bought a lot for $60, although the first $10
I borrowed from Johannes Fischer.  At the same time that we be-
gan the church, I built myself a little house.

13.  On the 26th of September, 1900, I emigrated from Russia and
arrived in New York on the 23rd of October.  The 23rd of Octo-
ber was an unforgettable day for me, when I entered the land of
freedom.  I hoped for much, but expected only a little.  My in-
come for the first four years:  1901, in total $65;  in 1902, $250;  
in 1903, $304;  in 1904, $277, and the expenses each year were
greater than the income.  In spite of this, I have already paid $10
to our church, and I want to pay further whatever is possible.  The
first years here were poor times, but because time also brings
roses, we are always of high spirit (so sind wir immer frohen
Mutes).

14.  I was the youngest of six brothers, and since I knew very well
that I didn't have much good to hope for in Russia due to the mili-
tary service, I decided in 1898 to go to America.  After a 26 day
journey my wife and I finally arrived in Dickinson.  There wasn't
anything in the city, so we went out onto the prairie, where I built
a little shelter (Obdach), and looked out onto God's Nature with
high spirit.  I was poor, but healthy and willing.  And God be
thanked that everything has come out all right.  Here in the free
land of America I feel lucky with what I have attained
(Meinigen), although there also were hard times here through
poverty and so on.  But such is the lot of mankind; roasted pi-
geons don't just fly into anyone's mouth (die Tauben fliegen kei-
nem gebraten in den Mund).

15.  I was born a Landauer.  After I served as a soldier for five
years and returned home, tales of a war began to circulate, so I
took off (machte ich mich aus dem Staub).  In the year 1891 I
came to America.  The next year two of my children died.  In
1894 my wife died, and there I was, in a strange land with one
little child of six months.  It was certainly hard in the old Heimat,
but fate treated me very much harder in the new world.

To be continued.

(Editor's note:  There are a five more stories that we could not fit
into this issue.  They will appear in the next edition.  As stated by
the author there are no names attached to the stories.  It would be
very interesting to see if any readers could identify any of the au-
thors whether they be relatives or otherwise.  If you can, please let
us know.)
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(Road . . . . continued from page 1)

Behind the statue was a school yard with children playing with a
few women watching.  We approached them and handed them a
few school supplies and American flags.  The interpreters ex-
plained to them who we were.  From the women, we received
directions to the cemetery.  As the vans drove to the cemetery, I
noticed two children playing in a large hay wagon as their father
threw hay on top of them.  They were having a great time.

The cemetery produced no visible German markers.  After we
passed the Ukrainian tombstones, there were a few pieces of
stones sticking out of the ground.  We felt confident this was
where the German cemetery was located based on our experiences
at other villages.  The Martins of Germany pulled up a few small
lilac bushes hoping to take them back to plant in their yard in
memory of their ancestors who were buried in the cemetery.
The next stop was Worms.  On our way, we noticed a large pas-
ture with women milking the goats and cows.  The women came
to the pasture three times a
day to milk.  They would
pour their full buckets in the
milk truck waiting in the pas-
ture and go back to another
cow or goat.  I had to try my
hand at milking.  Sergei and I
approached a woman who
demonstrated on a goat.  My
technique was not as good.
My father, a Kansas farmer,
watched embarrassed that his
daughter had no success.

Lunch was on all of our
minds as we entered the vil-
lage of Worms.  We located a
shady spot across from the 
old church.  Intourist had
provided us with a picnic
lunch of cheese, meat, ba-
nanas and bread.  We sat around leisurely eating and talking.
They looked at us.  We looked at them.  Finally, we crossed the
road with both groups curious about the other.

Through the interpreters, we discovered they were converting the
old German church into a Russian Orthodox church.  They were
currently working on the dome.  They offered us a tour.  We
found the interior had badly deteriorated.  The roof and the walls
were still standing and that was all.

The construction workers, including one woman, asked us if we
would like to go to the top.  A series of homemade ladders were
used to climb to the top of the church where the steeple once
stood.  From the top, we waved to the more cautious group mem-
bers below and posed for photos.  The panoramic view revealed
farm land similar to that of Kansas.  The wheat fields were ready
for harvest and the sunflowers were blooming.
Rohrbach was only a few miles away, but our driver didn't know
it.  We traveled across rough roads with huge ruts in them.  We

stopped and got directions from farmers who sent us through
planted fields.  We were turned around by a village border guard.
We had learned earlier to not be American and hold our tongues.
To pass the time, Sergei entertained us be telling us Moldavian
jokes.  He also translated the weather report from the radio telling
us a huge storm was approaching.  We didn't see a cloud in the
sky.  This must have been one of his Moldavian jokes.

We stopped at a railroad crossing for a train to pass.  A few of the
women used the opportunity to use the facilities.  Everyone had
become accustomed to using the bushes.  It was easier and cleaner
than public facilities.  Just as the last train car went past us, the
women came rushing out laughing hysterically.  They had just
been caught in a compromising position by a man claiming the
bushes were in his backyard.  By this time, no one got too upset
about anything and everyone had a good laugh.

As we approached the top of a small hill, we finally came upon
Rohrbach lying in a valley.  In Stuttgart, Germany, we were told

by a former resident to look
up Mr. Schmidt.  He was the
only German left in town, and
he knew everyone.  Mr.
Schmidt's house was located
on the edge of town.  He, his
wife and several grandchil-
dren were in their yard when
our vans pulled up.  He
heartily greeted us and was
more than willing to talk.  Un-
fortunately, his stories yielded
more entertainment than
information.

We then boarded the vans to
take a scenic tour of the vil-
lage.  Very little activity was
seen.  We crossed the swale
(valley) that cuts between the

village.  German houses were visible.  Some had decorative
Ukrainian trim added.  Most seemed to be occupied.  We stopped
and talked briefly with an elderly Ukrainian woman who fondly
remembered the Germans as the ones who were of a "higher cul-
ture".  She said she knew they were the ones who built the village
and kept everything beautiful.

Unlike the other days visiting villages, we were not fortunate
enough to find someone that could tell us about the history of the
village.  All of the Beresan villages seemed to be thriving but very
few people could be seen.  We concluded our tour of Rohrbach in
front of the school and decided to part ways.  One van continued
on to Johannestal.  My van headed back to Odessa to accommo-
date the kitchen staff who would only hold the evening meal until
8:00 p.m. v

The school at Rohrbach.  Photo taken by Penny Raile on
 June 29, 1996 during her trip to the "homeland" with the

North Dakota State University Libraries tour.

Taken by Penny Raile  29 June
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(LETTERS . . . .  continued  from page 2)

William R. Schwab  (July 9, 1996)
2556 Stanton Hill Rd.
Castro Valley, CA  94546

I am in the process of researching and compiling a book on the Er-
hardt families that came from Landau and Felsenburg and settled
in western North Dakota.  This would include descendants and an-
cestors of Kaspar B. (12 July 1876);  Constantine B. (10 Septem-
ber 1872);  Mattias B. (15 September 1888);  Adam B. (18
November 1861);  and Jacob B. (15 July 1855), and probably oth-
ers that I do not know about at this time.  I would appreciate if
people would send me any information they might have.  William
R. Schwab S212.

I will of course make copies for the GRHS and village
coordinators.

********

Mary-Lynne Harding
Kamloops B. C.
Canada

For the Beresan Newsletter, I'm sending two photos of Fred and
Henry.  I would suggest that the first was taken in Russia, maybe
their passport photo.  (They immigrated in 1903)

Henry was 23 and Fred was 20  at the time.

The second picture was taken in either North Dakota or Sas-
katchewan.  Why they are wearing coveralls over their white
shirts, ties and vests is a good question.

The following is the little I've been able to piece together about
their friendship:  They were closer than most brothers until Fred's
death.  They immigrated together, had adjoining homesteads in
Morton County (now Grant County) near Leipzig, North Dakota
ca. 1905.  They also had a well-drilling set up where they hired
out to drill wells.  Every time I located a record for Fred
(naturalization, homestead and census) Henry was recorded on the
next line!  Even though Fred's two brothers and father all had
homesteads in Saskatchewan he and Henry were again on adjoin-
ing homesteads apart from the others.  From Saskatchewan they
moved to Hanna, Alberta (NE of Calgary) where they ended their
days.  Fred died in 1940 and Henry several years later.

********

Editor's note:  Letters to the Editor are a standard feature of the
newsletter and are more than welcome.  Let us hear from you with
your comments, suggestions, requests, photos, etc.  No letters will
be printed without your express intention and/or permission.

>>>

&�����'��$��

Before the meal

"Kom, Herr Jesu, sie unser Gast
und segne alles, was du uns aus
Gnade bescheret hast.  Amen."

English Translation

"Come, Lord Jesus, be our guest
and bless all that You through Your
grace have bestowed on us.  Amen."

     Henry Schmidt                     Frederich Meyer
        1880 -                                 1883 - 1940

Picture was probably taken in Russia.  Both men were from
Worms.

          Frederich Meyer          Henry Schmidt



LAST FIRST AGE TO
BALENSKI Catharine 9 ?????     ??
BALENSKI Catherine 35 ????? ??
BALENSKI Conrad 20 ????? ??
BALENSKI Georg 41 ????? ??
BALENSKI Georg 8 ????? ??
BALENSKI Michel 20 ????? ??
BALEUSKI Balthasar 20 ????? ??
BARETH Catharina 8 ????? ??
BARETH Christina 6 mo ????? ??
BARETH Conrad 34 ????? ??
BARETH Margaretha 32 ????? ??
BARETH Sophia 10 ????? ??
BARTH Christiane 36 ????? ??
BARTH Christine 17 ????? ??
BARTH Elisabeth 3 mo ????? ??
BARTH Eva 14 ????? ??
BARTH Georg 8 ????? ??
BARTH Jacob 18 ????? ??
BARTH Margaretha 10 ????? ??
BIER Friedrich 29 ????? ??
BIER Katherine 2 ????? ??
BIER Katherine 28 ????? ??
BIER Theodor 6 mo ????? ??
BITTERMAN August 17 ????? ??
BITTERMAN Carolina 16 ????? ??
BITTERMAN Caroline 41 ????? ??
BITTERMAN Christine 9 ????? ??
BITTERMAN Friedrich 42 ????? ??
BITTERMAN Friedrich 18 ????? ??
BITTERMAN Heinrich 3 ????? ??
BITTERMAN Jacob 8 ????? ??
BITTERMAN Rudolf 11 mo ????? ??
BOHNBACHER Karl 21 New York NY
BRUNMEYER Dorothea 21 ????? ??
BRUNMEYER Phillip 21 ????? ??
DEISCHER Christine 9 ????? ??
DEISCHER Friedrich 6 ????? ??
DEISCHER Louisa 35 ????? ??
DEISCHER Peter 39 ????? ??
EBEL Adam 3 Sutton NE
EBEL Christine 1 Sutton NE
EBEL Eduard 6 Sutton NE
EBEL Heinrich 5 Sutton NE
EBEL Jacob 18 Sutton NE
EBEL Katharine 37 Sutton NE
EBEL Phillip 33 Sutton NE
FOEHR Jacob 17 Sutton NE
FUEHRER Alexander 5 mo ????? ??
FUEHRER Amelie 8 ????? ??
FUEHRER Bertha 6 ????? ??
FUEHRER Caroline 5 ????? ??
FUEHRER Catharina 10 ????? ??
FUEHRER Catherina 36 ????? ??
FUEHRER Elisabeth 7 ????? ??

LAST FIRST AGE TO
FUEHRER Elisabeth 3 ????? ??
FUEHRER Elisabeth 25 ????? ??
FUEHRER Elisabeth 44 ????? ??
FUEHRER Georg 40 ????? ??
FUEHRER Georg 15 ????? ??
FUEHRER Heinrich 9 ????? ??
FUEHRER Jacob 6 ????? ??
FUEHRER Jacob 9 ????? ??
FUEHRER Jacob 26 ????? ??
FUEHRER Jacob 5 ????? ??
FUEHRER Johann 20 ????? ??
FUEHRER Johanna 1 ????? ??
FUEHRER Katherina 3 ????? ??
FUEHRER Magdalena 20 ????? ??
FUEHRER Michael 3 mo ????? ??
FUEHRER Pauline 10 ????? ??
FUEHRER Philip 43 ????? ??
FUEHRER Philipp 20 ????? ??
FUHRER Carl 6 mo ????? ??
FUHRER Phillip 24 ????? ??
FUHRER Sophie 18 ????? ??
GALL Balthasar 27 ????? ??
GALL Balthasar 9 mo ????? ??
GALL Barbara 21 ????? ??
GALL Barbara 5 ????? ??
GALL Christine 1 mo ????? ??
GALL Christine 4 Menno SD
GALL Eduard 2 Menno SD
GALL Elizabeth 34 Menno SD
GALL Elizabeth 7 Menno SD
GALL Emelie 1 Menno SD
GALL Emilie 22 Menno SD
GALL Friedricka 3 Menno SD
GALL Georg 36 Menno SD
GALL Georg 60 Menno SD
GALL Heinrich 10 Menno SD
GALL Julianna 60 Menno SD
GALL Louisa 19 Menno SD
GALL Margarethe 4 ????? ??
GALL Peter 26 Menno SD
GALL Peter 6 mo Menno SD
GRIES Caroline 7 ????? ??
GRIES Catherine 15 ????? ??
GRIES Christian 9 mo ????? ??
GRIES Christian 9 ????? ??
GRIES Christine 25 ????? ??
GRIES Christine 9 mo ????? ??
GRIES Elisabeth 13 ????? ??
GRIES Elisabeth 19 ????? ??
GRIES Eva 3 ????? ??
GRIES Eva 34 ????? ??
GRIES Heinrich 1 mo ????? ??
GRIES Heinrich 26 ????? ??
GRIES Heinrich 34 ????? ??
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Passenger Lists of "Worms" People

Over the years, GRHS Heritage Reviews have reflected many of the passenger lists that have been ex-
tracted by various folks.  Mr. Allyn Brose has organized that data for posting onto the "pixel" on the
Internet.
The data that reflects people from "Worms" has been collected into the following list.  If you note anyone
that you need more data on, and if you can find somebody who can help you get into the "pixel", you can
then discern the ships data and dates from the information included there.
(Not all Worms people on the "pixel" listing are reflected in the following list, as much of the information on

the listing does not tell what village they came from in Russia.)



LAST FIRST AGE TO
GRIES Heinrich 7 ????? ??
GRIES Jacob 6 mo ????? ??
GRIES Johann 15 ????? ??
GRIES Johann 39 ????? ??
GRIES Magdalena 5 ????? ??
GRIES Margarethe 10 ????? ??
GRIES Margarethe 12 ????? ??
GRIES Margarethe 39 ????? ??
GRIES Peter 17 ????? ??
GRIES Peter 3 ????? ??
HAUCK Balthasar 58 ????? ??
HAUCK Christina 9 ????? ??
HAUCK Friedricke 60 ????? ??
HAUCK Gottlieb 18 ????? ??
HEILE Friedrich 17 New York NY
HEISER Elisabeth 20 ????? ??
HEISER Elisabeth 46 ????? ??
HEISER Emilie 5 ????? ??
HEISER Eva 13 ????? ??
HEISER Friedrich 8 ????? ??
HEISER Hanna 16 ????? ??
HEISER Jacob 17 ????? ??
HEISER Johann 7 ????? ??
HEISER Margretha 15 ????? ??
HOLZAXLE? Wilhelm 10 ????? ??
HORST Andreas 18 Sutton NE
HORST Catharine 14 ????? ??
HORST Catharine 41 ????? ??
HORST Christian 16 Sutton NE
HORST Christina 7 ????? ??
HORST Eduard 3 Sutton NE
HORST Elisabet 16 Sutton NE
HORST Elisabeth 18 Sutton NE
HORST Friedrich 3 ????? ??
HORST Gustave 2 Sutton NE
HORST Heinrich 40 Sutton NE
HORST Heinrich 8 Sutton NE
HORST Jacob 9 mo ????? ??
HORST Jacob 6 mo Sutton NE
HORST Jacob 30 ????? ??
HORST Johann 39 ????? ??
HORST Johann 4 ????? ??
HORST Kata. 24 Sutton NE
HORST Katherina 6 ????? ??
HORST Louise 18 ????? ??
HORST Lydya 2 Sutton NE
HORST Margareta 3 Sutton NE
HORST Margareta 36 Sutton NE
HORST Margaretha 8 ????? ??
HORST Peter 6 mo Sutton NE
HORST Philip 29 Sutton NE
HORST Phillip 11 m0 ????? ??
HORST Rosina 25 ????? ??
HORST Wilhelm 13 Sutton NE
JASMANN Edward 4 ????? ??
JASMANN Elisabeth 32 ????? ??
JASMANN Gothilf 7 ????? ??
JASSMAN Heinrich 23 New York NY
JESSER Friedrich 68 ????? ??
KERCHNER Johann 25 ????? ??
KNODEL Christian 16 ????? ??
KNODEL Christina 36 ????? ??
KNODEL Elisabeth 9 mo ????? ??
KNODEL Friedrich 18 ????? ??
KNODEL Friedrich 41 ????? ??
KNODEL Jacob 10 ????? ??
KNODEL Johannes 13 ????? ??
KOERNER Catharina 17 ????? ??
KOERNER Elisabeth 9 mo ????? ??
KOERNER Jacob 19 ????? ??
KOERNER Johann 14 ????? ??
KOERNER Johann 42 ????? ??
KOERNER Rosina 30 ????? ??
KOST Catharine 1 mo ????? ??

LAST FIRST AGE TO
KOST Christina 43 ????? ??
KOST Christina 9 mo ????? ??
KOST Christine 10 ????? ??
KOST David 6 ????? ??
KOST David 16 ????? ??
KOST Elisabeth 13 ????? ??
KOST Eva 1 mo ????? ??
KOST Georg 20 ????? ??
KOST Jacob 46 ????? ??
KOST Jacob 5 ????? ??
KOST Jacob 8 ????? ??
KOST Magdalena 43 ????? ??
KOST Margarethe 8 ????? ??
KOST Nicolaus 45 ????? ??
KOST Sophie 6 mo ????? ??
KRAFT Michael 19 ????? ??
LETKE Carolina 20 ????? ??
LETKE Christine 19 ????? ??
LETKE Elisabeth 18 ????? ??
LETKE Elisabeth 41 ????? ??
LETKE Heinrich 9 ????? ??
LETKE Jacob 17 ????? ??
LETKE Karl 6 mo ????? ??
LETKE Katherina 14 ????? ??
LETKE Katherine 20 ????? ??
LETKE Ludwig 15 ????? ??
LETKE Margretha 16 ????? ??
LETKE Michael 43 ????? ??
LETKE Peter 24 ????? ??
LETKE Rosalie 3 ????? ??
LETKE Rudolf 8 ????? ??
LETKE Wilhelmina 4 ????? ??
MAAG Daniel 17 Yankton SD
MAAG Karl 21 Yankton SD
MAUCH Edward 9 ????? ??
MAUCH Elisabeth 10 ????? ??
MAUCH Emma 3 ????? ??
MAUCH Jacob 34 ????? ??
MAUCH Katherina 11 ????? ??
MAUCH Katherina 29 ????? ??
MAUCH Sophie 7 ????? ??
MIND Eduard 14 Fessenden ND
MIND Gottleib 16 Fessenden ND
MIND Katharina 20 Fessenden ND
MIND Katharina 50 Fessenden ND
MIND Margaretha 20 Fessenden ND
MIND Peter 23 Fessenden ND
MORCHARDT Phillipine 19 Sutton NE
MORHARDT Phillipine 19 Sutton NE
MUEHLBEYER Catharine 8 ????? ??
MUEHLBEYER Christina 10 ????? ??
MUEHLBEYER Christina 38 ????? ??
MUEHLBEYER Conrad 1 mo ????? ??
MUEHLBEYER Conrad 38 ????? ??
MUEHLBEYER Elizabeth 6 ????? ??
MUEHLBEYER Friedrich 3 ????? ??
MUEHLBEYER Jacob 9 ????? ??
MUEHLBEYER Sophie 9 mo ????? ??
NEUBAUER Amelie 9 mo ????? ??
NEUBAUER Caroline 13 ????? ??
NEUBAUER Conrad 20 ????? ??
NEUBAUER Ferdinand 8 ????? ??
NEUBAUER Friedrich 10 ????? ??
NEUBAUER Friedrich 33 ????? ??
NEUBAUER Karoline 32 ????? ??
OCHSNER Jacob 71 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Amelie 1 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Andreas 20 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Anna 8 ????? ??
OCHSZNER August 2 mo ????? ??
OCHSZNER Carl 6 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Catharina 23 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Catharine 13 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Christian 1 ????? ??
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LAST FIRST AGE TO
OCHSZNER Christian 23 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Christina 32 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Christina 37 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Christina 9 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Christine 1 mo ????? ??
OCHSZNER Elisabeth 59 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Elisabeth 6 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Elisabethe 18 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Elisabethe 20 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Heinrich 9 mo ????? ??
OCHSZNER Jacob 37 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Jacob 10 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Jacob 25 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Johann 10 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Johann 10 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Johann 23 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Johanna 33 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Johanna 8 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Katharine 1 mo ????? ??
OCHSZNER Nicolaus 21 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Peter 37 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Peter 7 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Philipp 4 ????? ??
OCHSZNER Rosine 1 mo ????? ??
OCHSZNER Wilhelm 9 ????? ??
ROST Christof 6 mo ????? ??
ROST Eva 2 ????? ??
ROST Eva 39 ????? ??
ROST Heinrich 7 ????? ??
ROST Jacob 9 ????? ??
ROST Phillip 38 ????? ??
ROST Phillip 5 ????? ??
SCHMIDT Carl 18 Sutton NE
SCHOLL Friedrich 21 ????? ??
SCHWARZ Anton 22 ????? ??
SCHWARZ Carl 8 ????? ??
SCHWARZ Carl 3 mo ????? ??
SCHWARZ Caroline 20 ????? ??
SCHWARZ Christian 20 ????? ??
SCHWARZ Christina 9 ????? ??
SCHWARZ Christina 6 mo ????? ??
SCHWARZ Christina 30 ????? ??
SCHWARZ Elizabeth 1 mo ????? ??
SCHWARZ Georg 1 mo ????? ??
SCHWARZ Georg 33 ????? ??
SCHWARZ Magdalena 23 ????? ??
SCHWARZ Peter 23 ????? ??
SCHWARZ Peter 6 ????? ??
SCHWARZ Sophie 13 ????? ??
SCHWARZ Sophie 9 mo ????? ??
SEER Christine 14 ????? ??
SEER Heinrich 48 ????? ??
SEER Pauline 40 ????? ??
SEHR George 17 Fessenden ND
SERR Anna 19 Sutton NE
SERR Barbara 14 ????? ??
SERR Caroline 37 ????? ??
SERR Christine 14 ????? ??
SERR Christine 6 mo Sutton NE
SERR Friederich 20 Sutton NE
SERR Heinrich 48 ????? ??
SERR Jacob 42 ????? ??
SERR Johann 13 ????? ??
SERR Pauline 40 ????? ??
SUHR Carolina 10 ????? ??
SUHR Catharina 15 ????? ??
SUHR Christian 40 ????? ??
SUHR Christoph 9 ????? ??
SUHR Georg 8 mo ????? ??
SUHR Jacob 7 ????? ??
SUHR Johann 4 ????? ??
SUHR Rosina 37 ????? ??
TRAUTMANN Carl 9 mo ????? ??
TRAUTMANN Christine 36 ????? ??

LAST FIRST AGE TO
TRAUTMANN Elisabeth 10 ????? ??
TRAUTMANN Friedrich 3 ????? ??
TRAUTMANN Georg 17 ????? ??
TRAUTMANN Magdalena 15 ????? ??
TRAUTMANN Peter 5 ????? ??
TRAUTMANN Peter 40 ????? ??
VETTER Carl 1 mo ????? ??
VETTER Catharina 15 ????? ??
VETTER Christine 9 ????? ??
VETTER Elisabeth 9 mo ????? ??
VETTER Jacob 7 ????? ??
VETTER Jacob 38 ????? ??
VETTER Jacobina 35 ????? ??
WACKUM Christine 8 Aurora IL
WACKUM Elisabeth 20 Aurora IL
WACKUM Jacob 14 Aurora IL
WACKUM Johann 16 Aurora IL
WACKUM Karoline 46 Aurora IL
WACKUM Sebastian 6 mo Aurora IL
WACKUM Wilhelm 49 Aurora IL
WACKUM Wilhelm 11 Aurora IL
WALZ Andreas 57 ????? ??
WALZ Caroline 10 ????? ??
WALZ Friedrich 9 mo ????? ??
WALZ Leopold 7 ????? ??
WALZ Louise 1 mo ????? ??
WALZ Margarethe 46 ????? ??
WALZ Marie 8 ????? ??
WALZ Sophie 9 ????? ??
WEBER Carolina 9 mo ????? ??
WEBER Catharina 7 ????? ??
WEBER Christian 1 mo ????? ??
WEBER Christian 35 ????? ??
WEBER Magdalena 10 ????? ??
WEBER Maria 31 ????? ??
WEIDENBACH Adam 4 ????? ??
WEIDENBACH Andreas 1 mo ???? ??
WEIDENBACH Catharine 10 ????? ??
WEIDENBACH Christina 5 ????? ??
WEIDENBACH Georg 7 ????? ??
WEIDENBACH Heinrich 8 ????? ??
WEIDENBACH Jacob 7 mo ????? ??
WEIDENBACH Johann 14 ????? ??
WEIDENBACH Johann 40 ????? ??
WEIDENBACH Louise 36 ????? ??
WEIKUM Christine 34 ????? ??
WEIKUM Christine 8 Aurora IL
WEIKUM Elisabeth 20 Aurora IL
WEIKUM Friedrich 1 ????? ??
WEIKUM Jacob 36 ????? ??
WEIKUM Jacob 14 Aurora IL
WEIKUM Johann 17 ????? ??
WEIKUM Johann 16 Aurora IL
WEIKUM Karoline 46 Aurora IL
WEIKUM Philippine 28 ???? ??
WEIKUM Philippine 9 mo ???? ??
WEIKUM Phillappina 7 ????? ??
WEIKUM Sebastian 6 mo Aurora IL
WEIKUM Wilhelm 33 ????? ??
WEIKUM Wilhelm 49 Aurora IL
WEIKUM Wilhelm 11 Aurora IL
WINKLER Anastasia 48 Eureka SD
WINKLER Christina 24 Eureka SD
WINKLER Heinrich 10 Eureka SD
WINKLER Karolina 20 Eureka SD
WINKLER Margreta 15 Eureka SD
WINKLER Phillip 50 Eureka SD
ZOLLER Eva 29 Sutton NE
ZOLLER Friedrich 3 Sutton NE
ZOLLER Heinrich 2 Sutton NE
ZOLLER Jacob 7 Sutton NE
ZOLLER Jacob 29 Sutton NE
ZOLLER Wilhelm 6 Sutton NE
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More Records Found In Old Russia

A Proposal To Get Some Out

During the GRHS convention in Grand Forks in July, there was a
discussion about obtaining copies of records that were recently
discovered.  During last summer's NDSU sponsored trip to the
Ukraine, Gwen Pritzkau and one or two others were able, on their
last day, to get into the Odessa archives.  

According to Gwen these records are in a sad state of condition
and she expressed a lot of concern as to how long they may exist
with the poor storage conditions, leaky roof, etc., that she ob-
served.  Some of the pages may already be beyond handling.  And
Dale Wahl has indicated that it is known that the archives include
documents of the Beresan region.

At the convention, the membership was told that the Board of Di-
rectors had created a new fund for records retrieval. A hat was
passed and an initial seed fund was begun to obtain copies of
some of these documents.
 
How many records will actually be obtained and when, of course,
is still a question.  As this fund grows and if the right things are
done it should result in some very meaningful information.  Get-
ting it all and in a timely manner will more than likely be a
problem.
 
However, if subscribers of this newsletter would be willing to
organize their own fund, we could perhaps go and get some of
the records that are peculiar to our Beresan area.

If any of you would be interested in putting a few dollars into a
fund for such an effort,  let Dale Lee Wahl or the editor know
(Dale's address is on the front page).  PLEASE DON'T SEND
ANY MONEY YET!

If enough interest is generated,  then somebody would be needed
who would be willing to hold and account for such a fund of dol-
lars.  Is there anyone willing to stand up and do this for us?

Specifics could be provided as to what particular data may be
available that should be considered for purchase.

A letter, providing the specifics of the records and the cost data,
could then be sent to those who would wish to participate and who
have contributed to the fund.  

This is a unique opportunity and one we shouldn't pass up.  It
would be a great shame to know that these records do exist and
that no effort was made to retrieve them before they became
unusable.
  
What do you think?  Let us know.

Beresan  Information Resources

The following is a list of some of the books and documents that
can be used as references for researching the history, culture, and
family names of the Beresan Colonies.

The Black Sea Germans in the Dakotas, by George Rath

The Emigration from Germany to Russia in the Years of 1763 to
1862, by Dr. Karl Stumpp

The German Russians, by Dr. Karl Stumpp

The Tragedy of the Soviet Germans, by John Philipps

Clues and Journals, AHSGR published periodical

Die Deutschen Kolonien im Schwarzmeergebiet, by Dr. Karl
Stumpp

Familieliste Gemeinde Speyer, and Associated Dorfplan, by John
Phillips and Christian Stockert

From Catherine to Khrushchev, the Story of Russia's Germans,
by Adam Geissinger

From the Steppes to the Prairies, by George P. Aberle

German Colonies in the Beresan, by Joseph Schaurr

German Russians-Two Centuries of Pioneering, by Dr. Karl
Stumpp

Heimatbuch Landsmannschaft Ver Deutschen Aus Russland,
1961-1964, by Dr. Karl Stumpp

Heritage Review and Der Stammbaum, published periodical by
GRHS, Bismarck, North Dakota

Memories of the Black Sea Germans, by Joseph S. Height

Paradise on the Steppe, by Joseph S. Height

Pioneers and Their Sons, Vol. I-II, by Msgr. George P. Aberle

Plains Folk-North Dakota's Ethnic History, by W. Sherman

Prairie Mosaic-Ethnic Atlas of North Dakota, by W. Sherman

Reformed Colonies in South Russia, by Theodore C. Wenzlaff

Researching the Germans from Russia, by Michael M. Miller

Russian-German Settlements in the United States, by Richard
Sallet

Villages In Which our Forefathers Lived, by Adam Giesinger
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Items of Interest

V  The 1997 GRHS (Germans from Russia Historical Society)
convention will be in Jamestown, North Dakota in July.

V  The 1997 AHSGR (American Historical Society of Germans
from Russia) convention will be at the Le Baron Hotel, San Jose,
California.

V   The North Dakota State University Libraries 1997 guided
tours are scheduled for May 13 to May 27, 1997 and August
1997.  They will include visits to Odessa and the former Black
Sea and Bessarabian German villages.*

V   The North Dakota State University Libraries 1998 guided tour
will be the middle to the end of June and will include one week in
Stuttgart, Germany, including the Bundestreffen, the large
German-Russian gathering, and one week in Odessa, Ukraine.*

* for more information contact:  Journey to the Homeland Tours,
Germans from Russia Heritage Collection, NDSU Libraries, P.O.
Box 5599, Fargo,  ND  58105-5599

This Newsletter

I think its done.  This is my first edition as lead editor.  I hope you
enjoy and find it interesting.  I really didn't do too much of any-
thing original.  It was mostly just organizing what others had
done. 
 
Thanks to Penny Raile and her article and pictures.   We didn't
want to leave the masthead blank so the picture of Rohrbach was
very timely.  It's not intended to necessarily be the standard.  In
fact, an idea is maybe to rotate the masthead picture with  a differ-
ent village each time.  All we need is the pictures.  So if you have
one that might be suitable, I'd appreciate your letting me know.
Thanks also to Roland Wagner and his translation.  What interest-
ing stories.  I am sorry I couldn't get them all in this issue.  There
are five more and we will make sure they appear next time.
Thanks also for the letters to the editor.  They put a lot of meaning
into this effort.  And I can't forget Dale.  Without his help this
would never have happened.

And thanks to all of you for giving us the opportunity to do this.
If we can help you in any way, please let us know.  My e-mail ad-
dress is mrennich@heartland.bradley.edu for text messages only.
 And you can help us if you will by sending us family histories,
pictures, articles, and letters.

We'll talk to you again next issue.   Merv


